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Abstract

Conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) typically operates under high vacuum conditions. However, \textit{in situ} investigation under real-world conditions other than vacuum, such as gaseous or liquidus environment, is essential to obtain practical information for materials including catalysts, fuel cells, biological molecules, lithium ion batteries, etc. Therefore, the ability to study gas/liquid–solid interactions with atomic resolution under ambient conditions in TEM promises new insights into the growth, properties, and functionality of nanomaterials. Different platforms have been developed for \textit{in situ} TEM observations in ambient environment and can be classified into two categories: open-cell configuration and sealed gas/liquid cell configuration. The sealed cell technique has various advantages over the open-cell approach. This chapter serves as a review of windowed gas/liquid cells for \textit{in situ} TEM observations.
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1. Introduction

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one of the most powerful techniques to characterize structure and chemistry of solids at the atomic scale. The simultaneous acquisition of nanoscale chemical analysis, atomic resolution images, and diffraction patterns provides comprehensive information that other characterization tools cannot compete with. Conventional TEM typically operates under high vacuum conditions ~$1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr \cite{1}. However, \textit{in situ} investigation under real-world conditions other than vacuum, such as gaseous or liquidus environment, is essential to obtain practical information \cite{2} for materials including...
catalysts, fuel cells, biological molecules, lithium ion batteries, etc. Therefore, the ability to study
gas/liquid–solid interactions with atomic resolution under ambient conditions in TEM promises
new insights into the growth, properties, and functionality of nanomaterials. In situ controlled-
environment TEM (ETEM) [3, 4] enabling TEM study of specimens in ambient environment is
necessary for various nanomaterial-based technologies, such as efficient energy conversion/use/
storage, transportation, food production, and environmental protection [5] etc.

So far, different platforms have been developed for in situ ETEM observations in ambient
environment and can be classified into two categories: 1) platforms with an open-cell config‐
uration, and 2) platforms with a sealed gas/liquid cell configuration. The sealed-type ETEM
using a sealed cell has various advantages over the open-cell approach. First of all, the reaction
volume and the specimen are confined by electron-transparent top and bottom “windows,”
allowing gas/liquid to be introduced and sealed within a tiny space, and separated from the
other parts of the TEM column. The resulting electron path length is on the order of a few
microns [6, 7], much thinner than the opened-type approach and allowing much better
resolution to observe lattice images. This is especially good for gas cell because the acceptable
reaction pressures within the gas cell can equal or exceed a full atmosphere [6, 8–10] while
maintaining the ability to record atomic resolution images [8–11]. Furthermore, much more
rapid thermal response than standard heating holders and more rapid stabilization of
specimen drift can be realized by integrating miniaturized, low mass heating devices [12], or
laser heating [1] into the sealed cell. Therefore, a better control of the reaction process and the
imaging experiments is achieved. An additional advantage is that the sealed-cell approach
only modifies a small device on the tip of a TEM sample holder, thus can be used in any normal
TEM without modifications to any other parts of a TEM. The cost of performing ETEM studies
using the sealed-cell approach is typically a tiny fraction of the cost of a dedicated ETEM using
open-type approach, because the latter requires modifications to the whole column. Thereby
the sealed-cell approach allows in situ ETEM studies to be easily extended to many laboratories
in the field. Last but not least, the sealed-cell platforms enable in situ ETEM characterization
with the introduction of any types of volatile carbon-based electrolytes, which is impossible
for open-type approach due to the high vacuum requirement inside TEM chamber.

Due to the various advantages over the open-type approach, sealed-cell approach has become
the dominant way to perform ETEM studies under ambient conditions. A fast-growing
number of research groups worldwide are conducting researches using this technology. This
chapter discusses in situ ETEM studies in ambient environment by using sealed gas/liquid
cells. Different designs and applications of the sealed cells for in situ TEM observations are
summarized. Future research directions of the sealed gas/liquid cells are demonstrated for the
benign development of this field.

2. Sealed gas cells

TEM is one of the most powerful techniques to characterize structure and chemistry of solids
at the atomic scale. The simultaneous acquisition of nanoscale chemical analysis, atomic
resolution images, and diffraction patterns provides comprehensive information that other characterization tools cannot compete with. However, information about the structural and chemical changes under ambient conditions, especially under gaseous environment, is usually not available since conventional TEM operates under high vacuum conditions ~1.5 \times 10^{-7} \text{Torr} [1]. For materials such as catalysts, fuel cells, and biological molecules, in situ investigation under real-world conditions other than vacuum is essential to obtain practical information [2]. Therefore, the ability to study gas-solid interactions with atomic resolution at ambient pressures in TEM promises new insights into the growth, properties, and functionality of nanomaterials. Significant improvements in scanning/TEM (S/TEM) technologies containing a gaseous environment have enabled now the atomic scale study during gas-solid interactions [5] with energy resolution in the sub-eV range, and sensitivity to detect single atoms [13]. In situ controlled-ETEM [3, 4] enabling TEM study of specimens in ambient environment is necessary for various nanomaterial-based technologies, such as efficient energy conversion/use/storage, transportation, food production, and environmental protection [5], etc.

The original designs for ETEM observations under gaseous conditions have been around for over 70 years [14] and are made available by two main kinds of methods [15]: one is the opened type, which confines the gas near the sample by means of pressure-limiting apertures and maintain the vacuum in the remaining column by a differential pumping scheme [16–19] (e.g. in 1991, Nan Yao et. al. [20] used two pole pieces to confine the gas near the sample region, for studying supported metal catalysts during catalytic process in a TEM column); the other is the sealed type, which uses a sealed gas cell [4, 7, 8, 21–24] to enclose the sample and the high-pressure gas within a tiny space. For the opened type, the pressure-limiting apertures with small holes are positioned in the objective lens in close proximity to the sample, and the differential pumping system is equipped to avoid diffusion of the gas molecules from the chamber toward other parts of TEM, especially the electron gun. Any type of specimen holder can be accepted by the opened-type ETEM. However, differential pumping ETEM has many obvious disadvantages [9], such as a long time needed to ramp up to and down from a selected temperature, difficulty of stabilizing specimen drift due to the large power consumption and heating effects of the heating unit, huge cost needed to modify the TEM column, and the long gas path (on the order of ~1 cm [2, 6, 25]) through which the electron beam must pass that limits reaction pressures to a level of about 15–20 Torr [1].

On the other hand, the sealed-type ETEM using a sealed gas cell has various advantages over the differential pumping approach. First of all, the reaction volume and the specimen are confined by electron-transparent top and bottom “windows,” allowing a gas to be introduced and sealed within a tiny space, and separated from the other parts of the TEM column. The resulting gas path length is on the order of a few microns [6, 7], much thinner than the opened-type approach and allowing much better resolution to observe lattice images. Consequently, the acceptable reaction pressures within the gas cell can equal or exceed a full atmosphere [6, 8–10] while maintaining the ability to record atomic resolution images [8–11]. Furthermore, much more rapid thermal response than standard heating holders and more rapid stabilization of specimen drift are realized by integrating miniaturized, low mass heating devices [12] or
laser heating [1] into the sealed gas cell. Therefore, a better control of the reaction process and the imaging experiments is achieved. An additional advantage is that the sealed-gas-cell approach only modifies a small device on the tip of a TEM sample holder, thus can be used in any normal TEM without modifications to any other parts of a TEM. The cost of performing ETEM studies using the gas-cell approach is typically a tiny fraction of the cost of a dedicated ETEM using differential-pumping approach, because the latter requires modifications to the whole column. Thereby, the sealed-gas-cell approach allows in situ ETEM studies to be easily extended to many laboratories in the field. Due to the various advantages, sealed-gas-cell approach has become the dominant way to perform ETEM studies under gaseous environment. A fast-growing number of research groups worldwide are conducting researches using this technology.

Advances in 0D [26], 1D [27], and 2D [28–43] material fabrication technologies have enabled various forms of nanoscale materials, which increased the needs of in situ ETEM studies through the closed-type approach, i.e. sealed gas cells. Sealed gas cells enabled in situ TEM observations, thus allowing the evaluation of the effect of external stimuli including mechanical, electrical, and magnetic force on nanomaterials. Some advantages of in situ TEM observations with sealed gas cells are listed as follows [44]:

1. Concurrent observations of structural, morphological, and chemical changes in ambient atmosphere are enabled.
2. The same area is observed during the whole reaction process in ambient atmosphere, when sample is subjected to external stimuli.
3. Intermediate steps during reactions in the ambient atmosphere can be identified.
4. Both thermodynamic and kinetic data leading to nanomaterials synthesis or functioning in ambient atmosphere can be obtained.
5. Considerable time saving as the synthesis and characterization are performed concurrently in ambient atmosphere.

The sealed gas cells have been applied in a variety of research fields and topics, including dynamic observation of catalytic reactions [2, 8, 21, 23–45], oxidation and reduction of metals [22], interaction between materials and ionized gas [46], de/hydrogenation processes [47], biological studies [4, 7], etc. Some groups just used their newly developed sealed cells to demonstrate their properties and improved technical limits for in situ TEM observations [1, 9, 10, 48, 49]. These applications are discussed in details as follows.

2.1. (De)hydrogenation processes

Hydrogen storage materials are needed for hydrogen fuel, particularly in the automotive industry. To enhance the kinetics and modify the thermodynamics of hydrogenation, nano-structured hydrogen storage materials are needed and study of the in situ hydrogenation/dehydrogenation process on the atomic scale is essential [47]. Using the MEMS-type sealed gas cell, Tadahiro Yokosawa et al. [47] observed the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of Pd with a very consistent precision and a nanometer resolution, allowing a distinction between
hydrogenation behaviors of individual grains. The electron beam was found to have no disturbing influence on the determination of the (de)hydrogenation temperatures in the case of Pd, under normal working conditions and at pressures of 750 and 2400 Torr. The relationship between (de)hydrogenation and pressure fitted well with bulk experiments in which the pressure was varied. Fast determination of the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation temperatures was allowed by realizing a very fast change in temperature.

2.2. Interactions between materials and gases

In 1976, Hiroshi Fujita et al. [50] designed and used a sealed gas cell for a 3MV-class electron microscope to observe the reaction between H₂ gas and iron, as shown in Figure 1(a). After electron irradiation damage in vacuum, the secondary defects were preferentially formed around the dislocations, which were linear structures in Figure 1(a). Fern-leaf-like structures were formed around individual dislocation lines when the iron foil was exposed to wet H₂ gas of ~1200 Torr for ~30 min during electron irradiation of 2 × 10¹⁹ e/sec.cm² in intensity, as seen in micrograph (a’), which is an enlargement of a framed part in Figure 1(a). These fern-leaf-like structures were quite different from those in Figure 1(b), therefore they might be some sort of Fe hydrides that were closely related to the hydrogen embrittlement of iron.

Figure 1. Reaction between wet H₂ gas and an iron foil. Micrographs (a) and (b) were taken after a heavy electron irradiation in wet H₂ gas of about 1200 Torr and a vacuum of 1 × 10⁻⁶ Torr, respectively. Micrographs (a’) and (b’) are enlargement of framed parts in (a) and (b), respectively. (c)–(d): Evaporation of 18/8 type stainless steel at 650°C in a vacuum of 1 × 10⁻⁶ Torr. (e)–(f): Evaporation of 18/8 type stainless steel at higher than 700°C in Ar-10 vol % H₂ gas of 760 Torr [50].
2.3. Suppression of specimen evaporation

The same sealed gas cell by Hiroshi Fujita et al. [50] was also used for suppression of the evaporation of specimen at high temperatures, thus decreasing the damage made by evaporation when metals and alloys were annealed at considerably high temperatures in vacuum. Figure 1(c)–(f) show the suppression of evaporation of 18/8 type stainless steel during annealing. The specimen (Figure 1(c)) was partly evaporated in a vacuum of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr by heating at 650°C, as seen in Figure 1(d). In contrast, the evaporation of specimen was remarkably suppressed in a mixed gas of 760 Torr consisting of commercially pure Ar gas and 10 volume% H$_2$ gas even when the specimen was heated at high temperatures (more than 700°C). Microstructures in the specimen could be seen clearly even when a gas layer was as thick as ~100 μm, as shown in Figure 1(e) and (f).

2.4. Oxidation and reduction of metals

Making use of the heating element and the enclosed gases, in situ observations of oxidation and reduction processes can be performed with sealed gas cells. Figure 2 shows the oxidation process of a Cu thin film in a sealed gas cell designed by M. Komatsu et al. [22] in 2005. Initially, a small amount of Cu oxide formed during evaporation, as shown in the bright field image (Figure 2(a)) and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction pattern (Figure 2(a’)), respectively. Oxygen was then introduced into the cell to 9.75 Torr and the specimen was gradually heated to 470K. Cu oxide was found to preferentially nucleate on the film surface (Figure 2(b) and (b’)). As the temperature increased, Cu was oxidized to very fine oxide particles, as shown in Figure 2(c) and (c’). After the specimen was heated to 670K, all particles changed to CuO (Figure 2(d) and (d’)). The CuO grains grew larger when the specimen temperature reached 770K (Figure 2(e) and (e’)). The reduction of CuO was also observed in situ, as shown in Figure 2. The film was gradually reheated in 9.75 Torr of H$_2$. As the specimen temperature was further increased, CuO was completely reduced to Cu at 670 K (Figure 2(h) and (h’)).

Figure 2. Successive stages of the oxide growth on a 100-nm-thick Cu thin film between room temperature and ~770K under $1.3 \times 10^3$ Pa of O$_2$. (a)–(e): Bright field images. (a’)–(e’): The corresponding SAEDs. Successive stages of the reduction of CuO between room temperature and ~670K under $1.3 \times 10^3$ Pa of H$_2$. (f)–(h): Bright field images. (f’)–(h’): The corresponding SAEDs [22].
2.5. *In situ* growth of nanostructures

*In situ* observation of the growth process of CuO whiskers was carried out in the same sealed gas cell by M. Komatsu et al. [22]. A series of electron micrographs show the successive stages of growth of Cu oxide whiskers in 30 Torr of O$_2$ (Figure 3). Initially, a non-uniform oxide film formed on the Cu surface, resulting in a jagged edge (Figure 3(a) and (b)). After 40s, the oxide layer stabilized with a smoother edge (Figure 3(c)). Then whiskers started to grow on the oxide layer gradually (Figure 3(d)–(f)).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Successive stages of growth of Cu oxide whiskers in 30 Torr of O$_2$[22].

2.6. Reactions with atomic/ionized gases

The earliest report of interactions with ionized/atomic gas induced by the electron beam of TEM was made by Li Sun et al. [46] in 2011. The enhanced electron flux could increase the concentrations of both reducing electrons and oxygen ions. Below a certain threshold, oxidization dominated the system response and resulted in accelerated interaction between silver and oxygen ions. The average size of silver grains continued to decrease, as shown in Figure 4(c)–(f). At current densities of 0.44 A cm$^{-2}$, the silver grains were rod-shaped (Figure 4(c), (d)). At current densities greater than 0.65 A cm$^{-2}$, the silver grains reverted back to a more compact angular morphology (Figure 4(f)). Due to the increased oxygen fugacity associated with higher concentrations of ionized and atomic oxygen, all Ag$_2$O phase was further oxidized to AgO at current densities greater than 0.65 A cm$^{-2}$. Above 0.75 A cm$^{-2}$, a significant portion of noncrystalline phase existed (Figure 4(g)). Once the electron current density increased beyond 0.77 A cm$^{-2}$, new grains nucleated (Figure 4(h)) out of the vapor phase, exhibiting a twin structure. The reaction between the nanoparticles (NPs) and gas produced a concentration gradient around the particles that was observed as a bright ring around each silver grain. The silver oxide depletion width in the gas phase indicated a strong chemical interaction between the solid and vapor phases. The AgO vapor phase often aligned...
itself into 2D sheets perpendicular to the beam that subsequently became unstable precipitate clusters of new silver grains or swept through a region randomly (Figure 4(h)). The competition between oxidation and electron-beam-induced reduction also provided excess heat. For significantly high fluxes of ionized oxygen, a thermal effect could induce local vaporization at the surface, and sequentially an \textit{in situ} nanoscale reaction ion sputtering. This investigation revealed a variety of microstructural processes associated with the oxidation of Ag by atomic and ionized gas species. The electron beam was demonstrated to be an important source of both oxidation and reduction. The sealed cell approach provided an opportunity to make early observations of real-time nanoscale dynamics associated with oxidation in ionized and atomic gas, the movement of a partial pressure of a gas phase, and interactions between the condensed and vapor phases of a material. The results provided new insights into manipulating nanostructure and chemistry through ionized gas treatment and offered unique access to simulate reactions with atomic and ionized gas.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Microstructure of the observation area in an air-filled cell after exposure of (a) 0 s with 0.18 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; (b) 20 s with 0.18 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density (the arrow marks a new grain); (c) 0 s with 0.44 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; (d) 20 s with 0.44 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; (e) 0 s with 0.66 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; (f) 20 s with 0.66 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; (g) 20 s with 0.72 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density; and (h) 20 s with 0.8 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} current density (the arrow marks the vertical alignment of the AgO vapor phase) [46].}
\end{figure}

\section*{2.7. Dynamic observation of catalysts and catalytic reactions}

One of the earliest attempts to observe a catalyst in a sealed gas cell was reported by Parkinson et al. [21] in 1989. Using a narrow-gap, sealed gas cell and a 400-kV TEM, images of the crystal lattice of ceria (0.31 nm) were recorded under flowing nitrogen gas at 20 Torr. Structural information of chemical significance became discernible at \textasciitilde{}0.3 nm, which offered real hope of carrying out fundamental dynamic studies of the activation, reaction, and passivation of gas/solid systems at close to the atomic level.

Seventeen years later, the atomic-scale \textit{in situ} observations of catalysts were performed by S. Giorgio et al. [23], during a chemical reaction. For the first time, Au and Pd clusters supported on TiO\textsubscript{2} and amorphous carbon were observed with a sealed gas cell with the resolution of (111) lattice fringes. Initially, an Au cluster in vacuum was strongly contaminated, but the contamination disappeared while the faceting and the crystalline lattice were visible in the cluster.
after circulation of H\textsubscript{2} at a pressure of 3 Torr at room temperature. The cluster was completely faceted after annealing until 350°C in the same reducing atmosphere, then cooling down to room temperature.

The resolution of \textit{in situ} observation of catalysts was improved by a novel MEMS-type nanoreactor in 2008 [8]. More importantly, the nanoreactor facilitated the direct observation of Cu nanocrystal growth and mobility on a sub-second time scale at a higher temperature (500°C) and higher gas pressure (900 Torr of H\textsubscript{2}). The \textit{in situ} TEM images showed atomic lattice fringes in the Cu nanocrystals with spacing of 0.18 nm, attesting the spatial resolution limit of the system. The system of Cu nanocrystals on a ZnO support is commonly used as catalyst for methanol synthesis and for conversion of hydrocarbons in fuel cells. Also, it is a prototype example of the industrially important group of 3d transition metal catalysts. The catalyst was heated in the H\textsubscript{2} atmosphere to the maximum operation temperature of 500°C. ZnO crystallites with diameters of 20–100 nm appeared in the precursor with faceted, compact shapes (Figure 5(a)). The CuO appeared as smaller patches of more irregular shapes at the edges of

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_5.png}
\caption{Image sequences of the Cu nanocrystal growth and mobility on ZnO. Nanocrystals (darker contrast) form from CuO precursors (blue arrows) during heating from room temperature to 500°C in 900 Torr H\textsubscript{2}. After growth, nanocrystals can exhibit transient mobility (white square). Crystallites on the opposite window are seen out of focus (black arrows in (a) and (c)). The frames are recorded at (a) room temperature, (b) 260°C, (c) 330°C, (d) 365°C, (e) 410°C, and (f) 500°C. All frames are averaged over four consecutive images. The exposure time for each image is 0.145 s (color online) [8].}
\end{figure}
ZnO. As temperature increased to ~260°C, the CuO patches broke up into several particles with diameters of 5–10 nm (Figure 5(b)–(e)). The state of the nanocrystals was inferred from atomic-resolution TEM images during exposure to 900 Torr H\textsubscript{2} at 500°C. Atomic lattice fringes were clear in both the brighter ZnO support crystallites and the darker Cu nanocrystals (Figure 6(a)). Lattice fringes with spacings of 0.21 and 0.18 nm could be recorded in the nanocrystals [24], corresponding to (111) and (200) planes of Cu, identified by Fourier transform (Figure 6(b)) of the TEM image.

Figure 6. A representative HRTEM image of the Cu/ZnO catalyst during exposure to 900 Torr hydrogen at 500°C. (a) The image displays lattice fringes of a twinned Cu nanocrystal and of the ZnO support. (b) A Fourier transform of (a). The bright dots represent sets of lattice fringes. Their lattice spacing corresponds to the distance to the origin and reveals the crystallographic identity. The large, red circle corresponds a spacing of 0.21 nm. The smallest, resolved lattice spacing is 0.18 nm. (c)–(f) [2]: in\textit{situ} TEM images of the nanoparticulate gold catalyst supported on TiO\textsubscript{2}. One percent CO in dry air was introduced to react with O\textsubscript{2} to form CO\textsubscript{2} on the catalyst surface. Figure 6(c)–(f) show the sequential morphologies of the gold NP. The shape of the gold particle changed markedly over a short period of time, such as the 0.4 s interval between Figure 6(d) and (e) and the 0.2 s between (e) and (f). Various facets of the gold appeared in Figure 6(c), (d), and (f). They sometimes disappeared and the gold particle formed a spherical shape in Figure 6(e). However, the lattice fringes of the gold could not be observed due to electron scattering by the high-pressure gas.

One year later, the MEMS-type sealed gas cell developed by Tadahiro Kawasaki et. al. [2] was applied for in\textit{situ} TEM observations of a gold nanoparticulate catalyst supported on TiO\textsubscript{2}. One percent CO in dry air was introduced to react with O\textsubscript{2} to form CO\textsubscript{2} on the catalyst surface. The most recent in\textit{situ} visualization of oscillatory behavior of Pt NPs catalyzing CO oxidation was reported by S. B. Vendelbo et al. [45] in 2014. TEM image series of the Pt NPs were acquired at windows both at the entrance and exit of the reaction zone, at a rate (1–2 frames per second) faster than the rate of the reaction oscillations, to directly visualize the NPs on this timescale. Near the reaction zone entrance, the NPs had a stationary and more spherical morphology during the oscillating reaction. In contrast, near the reaction zone exit, the Pt NPs switched between spherical and facetted morphology (Figure 7(1)). As the CO conversion increased rapidly, Pt NPs started a gradual transformation from the more spherical shape towards a
more faceted shape. The fully faceted shape was reached within 3 s after the CO peak conversion (Figure 7(1) III). On decrease in the CO conversion, the NP transformed back to the more spherical shape (Figure 7(1) IV) and retained that shape until the CO conversion rose steeply again. Thus, the individual NPs near the exit from the reaction zone underwent oscillatory and reversible shape changes with a temporal frequency matching the oscillations in reaction power, indicating that the oscillatory CO conversion and the dynamic shape change of the Pt NPs were coupled. To address the mechanism governing the oscillatory reaction, the state of the Pt NPs was examined at the atomic scale (Figure 7(2) (c)–(e)). The spacing of crystalline lattice planes and the uniform contrast across the projected image of the NPs were consistent with metallic Pt. The combined high-resolution TEM and DFT analyses indicated that the Pt surfaces remained in the metallic state under the present conditions. Time-resolved series of high-resolution TEM images show that in the more spherical state, the Pt NPs were terminated by close-packed (111) planes, more open (110) planes and step sites (Figure 7(2) (a), (c), (e)), while for the more faceted state, the NPs were terminated by extended (111) planes as well as a reduced abundance of higher index terminations and steps (Figure 7(2) (b), (d)).

Figure 7. (1) Time-resolved TEM images of a Pt NP at the gas exit of the reaction zone. (2) Atomic-scale visualization of the dynamic refacetting of a Pt NP during the oscillatory CO oxidation. Time-resolved high-resolution TEM images of a Pt NP at the gas exit of the reaction zone. The gas entering the reaction zone is 1.0 bar of CO2:He at 4.2%:21.0%:74.8% and nanoreactor temperature is 727K. (a)–(e): The TEM images showing the more spherical shape (a, c, e) and the more faceted shape (b, d), during the oscillatory reaction. Fast Fourier transforms included as insets in (c)–(e) reveal a lattice spacing corresponding to the Pt(111) lattice planes. The orientation of the observed Pt(111) lattice fringes is consistent with the superimposed crystal lattice vectors and zone axis (color online) [45].

Apart from the homemade sealed gas cells above, commercial MEMS-type sealed gas cells have also been applied to in situ studies of catalysts. The membrane-type heating chip manufactured by Hummingbird Scientific (Lacey, WA, USA) provided a temperature controllable reaction platform for oxidation reactions of cobalt NPs with flowing oxygen (0.2 sccm), while ramping temperature from 150 to 250°C and 250 to 350°C at ~5°C/s [25].
Figure 8(a) shows the time-lapse images of three selected Co particles. The metallic cobalt core could shrink with a unidirectional retraction front (Figure 8(aI)) and a sweeping retraction front (Figure 8(aII)). In projection, the residual metallic puddle was faceted, which was likely shaped by the faceted hollow shell (Figure 8(aIII)). The quantification of the volume trajectory of the metallic core (Figure 8(d)) shows that the metallic core volume started to rapidly decrease when temperature reached 250°C. After the first volume-decreasing phase, volume shrinkage dwelled for a short period of time at the first plateau (1 in Figure 8(b)). Then a second rapid decreasing phase initiated with a lower volume shrinkage rate (Figure 8(b)). The metallic core was finally eliminated, but at an even slower volume shrinking rate. The particle’s oxide shell was in contact with other particles with upper and lower right boundaries open.

2.8. Biological studies

The sealed gas cells encapsulated specimens in a thin gas layer, preventing specimens from destruction as in vacuum. Therefore, the sealed gas cells have also been widely applied into biological studies. This section will discuss the biological applications of the sealed gas cells for in situ TEM observation.

The first application of sealed gas cells in biology was reported by H. G. Heide in 1962 [4]. For organic specimens, it is necessary to prevent carbon removal from increasing to a rate higher than the rate of contamination, which would destruct the specimen. A rapid dehydration of the specimen can be prevented if unnecessary heating is avoided even at pressures of 100–200 Torr, which was proved by TEM pictures of small water droplets in air at 100 Torr. It was possible to prevent carbon removal in the specimen if H₂, He, N₂, or Ar instead of air was used at this pressure and the illuminated area was reduced to ~2 μm diameter with the double condenser.
In 2001, an *in situ* sealed gas cell was used to study the reduction of Cr (VI) by bacterium (*Shewanella oneidensis*) by T. L. Daulton et al. [7]. Bacteria from rinsed cultures were placed directly in the gas cell and examined under 97.5 Torr pressure of air saturated with water vapor, showing rod-shaped morphology typical of flagellated and non-spore-forming species (*Figure 9*). Cells remained plump/hydrated while the EPS retained moisture and appeared as a continuous capsule surrounding the cells. However, damage to the cells was observed within minutes of electron-beam exposure, arising from the primary destruction of weak Van der Waals biomolecular bonds. Direct *in situ* TEM imaging revealed two distinct populations of *S. oneidensis* in the cultures: bacteria exhibiting low image contrast (*Figure 9(a), (c)*) and bacteria encrusted/impregnated with electron-dense particles (*Figure 9(b), (d)*). Further examination of the encrusted bacteria showed that their gram-negative, cell envelope was electron dense (*Figure 9(d)*) and appeared darkest along the perimeter where the electron path length was the greatest. The cell envelopes of non-encrusted cells produced very low image contrast as compared to encrusted bacteria. The increase in contrast indicated that the cell envelope was saturated with absorbed elements of heavy mass, such as Cr. The binding of heavy elements in the cell envelope was associated with Cr reduction.

![Figure 9. S. oneidensis imaged in the environmental cell at 100 Torr: bacteria exhibiting low contrast in bright field EC-TEM imaging (a, c), and bacteria encrusted/impregnated with electron dense particulates (b, d). The arrowhead in panel (d) points to a low contrast bacterium in the same field of view as a bacterium with electron dense particulates, illustrating the dramatic contrast difference. The low-contrast, diffuse background, best seen in panel (a), represents the extracellular polymeric substances that surround the cells [7].](image)

### 2.9. *In situ* investigations on cladding materials

Cladding is the outer layer of the fuel rods, preventing radioactive fission fragments from escaping the fuel into the coolant and contaminating it. Exposures to irradiation, temperature changes, and stresses may induce microstructural changes, and ultimately result in failure of the cladding. It is thus essential to use *in situ* TEM to observe microstructural changes at the nanoscale dynamically, for predicting the performance of cladding in-service and during
storage, understanding the dominant processes related to these changes and their consequences. In 2012, a sealed gas cell developed by K. Hattar et al. [51] was used to investigate the radiation tolerance of potential Generation IV cladding materials and the degradation mechanisms in Zr-based claddings of importance for dry storage. Examination of a Zircaloy foil enclosed by top and bottom windows (Figure 10(a)) showed deterioration of resolution due to expected additional scattering of electrons by the 5-μm-thick air, after initial scattering by the foil. Despite loss in resolution, prominent features of the foil that were previously observed under vacuum still remained visible. After annealing at 300°C for over 15 min, negligible changes in the Zircaloy morphology occurred (Figure 10(b)). Following the 15-min annealing at 300°C, the temperature of the gas cell was raised to 600°C and a dramatic morphology change within the sample was observed almost instantaneously (Figure 10(c–d)).

Figure 10. Images of Zircaloy lamella at nominally atmospheric pressure. (a) Initial structure. (b) 15 min at 300°C, (c) 600°C, and (d)600°C after 10 min [51].

The same device was applied to study hydride formation in Zirlo™ cladding material [12] recently. The formation of hydrides, their dissolution, and re-precipitation, is particularly important for long-term dry storage of currently used fuel assemblies, as the size, shape, and orientation of hydrides play a strong role in the mechanical properties of spent claddings. During in situ observation, hydrogen was introduced and maintained at a pressure of 330 Torr. The temperature was then increased at a rate of 1°C/s to approximately 400°C, and held for 90 min. Figure 11(a) and (b) show a comparison between the microstructures of the Zirlo™ prior to annealing and during later stages of annealing. The disappearance of microstructural features (arrow 1) and the formation of a new grain (arrow 2) are evident. The region around the new grain (Figure 11(c)) and the analysis of diffraction information (Figure 11(d)) indicated the formation of either ε-ZrHx (x > 1.8) or γ-ZrH. These results show that in situ environmental heating TEM can be applied to study this mechanism at the nanoscale in order to verify predictive material models.

3. Sealed liquid cells

Conventional TEM is not compatible with studies of electrochemical energy storage processes, but the development of TEM holders and sealed liquid cell (SLC) platforms encapsulating thin liquid layers promise in situ imaging and spectroscopy of electrochemical processes [52, 53]
(e.g. electrodeposition [54] and dendrite growth [55]) on the nanoscale [56–58], by incorporating electrodes [54, 59] in a liquid environment. One major application of SLCs for in situ TEM observation is for lithium ion battery (LIB) research. Unlike ex situ studies, which involve unexpected reactions due to the removal of the particles from their native and reactive environment [60], in situ TEM electrochemical characterization will mimic the true environment in a commercial LIB cell. The in situ liquid TEM has allowed quantitative analysis of processes (e.g. NP growth from solution [61–63]), and direct observation of beam-sensitive systems (including macromolecular complexes [64, 65], soft materials [66, 67]) and of processes that span from the electrochemical deposition of metals [54, 55], to growth of different nanostructures [61, 62, 68–71]. Now it gains growing attention for LIB research.

Apart from nanostructured anodes/cathodes, the development of platforms enabling in situ TEM electrochemical characterization is also required by various other aspects of LIB research. For example, one of the most well-known reactions at the electrode/electrolyte interface is the formation of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), which is a reaction product of mixed composition formed on high-voltage anodes (e.g. Li metal or graphite-lithium intercalation compounds) or cathodes, by electrochemical reduction or oxidation of the electrolyte [72], respectively. The study of the SEI layer requires the use of commonly used LIB electrolytes (volatile carbonate-based solution), the ability to monitor the changes in SEI layer with cycling, time or temperature, and probes having sufficient spatial resolution to detect a reaction product layer of a few nm thick. All of these requirements make ex situ characterization inappropriate for the study of SEI, since the SEI layer is highly sensitive to moisture, air, and other kinds of contaminations [73]. The importance and critical need to develop platforms enabling in situ TEM electrochemical characterization of LIBs are thus obvious. Furthermore, the detailed understanding in dendritic growth of lithium metal on the electrode also requires such in situ TEM platforms, because the dendritic growth of lithium metal on the electrode can lead to short-circuit and thus battery failure [73].

Figure 11. (a) and (b) Overview of images before the start of in situ experiment, and after 72 min at 400°C in H₂ atmosphere, (c) zoomed-in image of the region of interest around arrow 2 in (b), and (d) shows the superimposition of two diffraction patterns obtained from the circled dark grain shown in (c), one of the parent α-Zr phase (diffraction spots of weaker intensity) and the other is consistent with a face-centered tetragonal hydride phase [12].
Typical commercially available Li-ion batteries usually use carbonate-based liquids as electrolytes, such as diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC) mixed with ethylene carbonate (EC), etc. To enable in situ TEM characterization of electrochemical reactions in real lithium ion batteries, sealing those volatile liquids inside a sufficiently narrow channel for electron transmission is a wise option. The SLC platforms enable in situ electrochemical characterization with any types of electrolytes with a sealed-cell configuration, thus promoting the potential use of volatile carbon-based electrolytes for LIB research. One of the first TEM SCLs was created by F.M. Ross et al. [54, 74] to study Cu electro-deposition during TEM imaging. This SLC platform sealed the aqueous electrolyte by assembling two silicon chips with thin silicon nitride membranes in a face-to-face configuration. This flip-chip approach allows imaging chemical reactions in liquids with high spatial resolution [54, 57, 58, 62, 75] with different membranes of silicon nitride, silicon dioxide, or polymer, such that it has been adopted in various studies, including cell imaging [76–78] and NP synthesis [58] in solutions. For example, electrochemical deposition of polycrystalline Au [75], anisotropic electrodeposition of nickel nanograins [79], and electrochemical growth of single crystal lead dendrites through nucleation, aggregation, alignment, and attachment of randomly oriented small grains [80] were imaged by using electrochemical SLCs.

To date, large progress has been made on fabrication and testing of the design features (including sealing, assembly, alignment, etc.) of SLCs [81], which opens the opportunity to address key questions on the electrode-electrolyte interfaces in native liquid environments, e.g. Kyong Wook Noh et al. [82] captured cyclic formation and dissolution of solid-electrolyte interphase at a Sn electrode in commercial liquid. Due to the reduced length scale of the electrodes, limited electrolyte volume, low current measurements [83], high vapor pressure of commercial electrolytes, and low contrast of lithium during TEM imaging through the membrane window, the application of SLCs as in situ electrochemical TEM cells for LIB research is still a great challenge and very limited. The application of sealed liquid cells for in situ TEM electrochemical characterization of lithium ion batteries are discussed as follows.

To track the lithiation process and elucidate the lithiation mechanism, the following techniques can be used: morphological imaging, electron diffraction [84, 85], energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX), and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Morphological imaging cannot give chemical information [60], and diffraction spots are quickly obscured in thicker liquid films. Moreover, lithium scatters electrons so weakly that elastic imaging is challenging and EDX signal for lithium has a much too low energy for detection. EELS offers chemical fingerprints (core-loss EELS) and electronic structure information (valence EELS), but EELS of Li in liquid will be degraded by multiple scattering events in thick liquids [86] and the lithium K-edge (∼54 eV) cannot be distinguished from many transition metal (e.g. Fe [87]) edges and the superimposed bulk plasmon of the thick liquid films, which makes the majority of Li-edge spectroscopy to be ex situ [88] and core-loss EELS of the lithium practically impossible in a liquid cell. Therefore, valence EELS is the best way to interrogate electronic structure and detect the state of lithiation of battery electrodes in SLCs, because valence EELS provides strong signals due to large scattering cross-sections and low background from the liquid (the electronic structure shift usually occurs at energies below ∼6–7 eV where the electrolyte is transparent and stable.
The spatial resolution of valence EELS is ultimately limited by the delocalization of the low-energy excitations [89], multiple scattering in the liquid environment, and low-dose imaging conditions, to be on the nanometer scale. Megan E. Holtz et al. [60] successfully observed the lithiation state by valence energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) in thicker liquid layers than commonly allowed by core-level spectroscopy [86], probing the low-energy regime at ~1–10 eV. They employed ab initio theory to calculate optical gaps of the relevant solvated species, taking solution effects into account with a hybrid function [90] including a nonlinear description of the polarization response of the surrounding liquid. By combining electrochemistry in the TEM with valence spectroscopic imaging and theory, they identified the lithiation state of both the electrode and electrolyte during \textit{in situ} operation. Their work demonstrated the unique ability of an \textit{in situ} TEM SLC to observe the Li de/insertion dynamics and degradation of LiFePO₄ cathode in real time. The real-time evolution of individual grains and NPs of LiFePO₄ (cathode) [60] was studied in the native environment of a battery in a liquid cell TEM (as mentioned above). Particles (lithium-rich/poor) were observed to delithiate one at a time in a mosaic fashion, with different delithiation mechanisms in neighboring particles. Core-shell structures and anisotropic growth in different particles within the same agglomerate on the electrode were directly imaged along with the phase transformations, thanks to the \textit{in situ} SLC design. Although they used Li₂SO₄ aqueous electrolyte due to its high abundance, less viscosity, low weight, and nontoxicity [91], volatile electrolytes could be used in their SLCs. They imaged at 5 eV with a 5 eV wide energy window [60] to track the state of lithiation (Figure 12). There were clear differences between the charged (Figure 12, right) and the discharged state (Figure 12, left) in both the particles and the solution in the 5 eV spectroscopic imaging.

![Figure 12](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/62551)

\textbf{Figure 12.} \textit{In situ} charging and discharging of the cathode material LiFePO₄ in 0.5 M Li₂SO₄ aqueous electrolyte: the 5 eV spectroscopic EFTEM images of charging and discharging at indicated times. Scale bar is 400 nm. Bright regions are delithiated FePO₄ and dark regions are LiFePO₄. There are more bright regions of FePO₄ at the end of charge cycles and less during the discharges. White arrows point toward “bright” charged particles, and black arrows point toward “dark” discharged particles [60].
images. Particles showed more bright regions (corresponding to delithiated FePO₄) in the charged state. The cluster of particles was brighter in the charged image as marked by black arrows, especially around the edges of the cluster. The brightest particles may correspond to completely delithiated FePO₄ whereas the overall slight increase in intensity in the particles may indicate partially delithiated particles. On discharge, these bright regions of FePO₄ disappeared, transitioning back to LiFePO₄.

The electrochemical lithiation of Au electrode, dendritic growth of crystalline lithium, and the subsequent stripping of lithium and thinning of Li-Au layer under the applied cyclic voltammetry was observed by Zeng et al. [73], using commercial LiPF₆/EC/DEC electrolyte, which proved that real electrolyte of LIBS can be used in electrochemical SLCs [73]. Figure 13 (A)–(J) shows the sequential images representing the early stage of electrolyte decomposition, lithiation of gold electrode, and the subsequent growth and dissolution of lithium dendrites. Figure 13 (k) shows the corresponding applied electrical potential and measured electrical current from frame (A) to frame (J). The thickness of Li-Au alloy did not change drastically at the later stage, as shown in Figure 13(L). During stripping, the dissolution of plated lithium starts from the tip and the kink points as a reverse process of plating (Figure 13(M)). The formation of SEI layer on the other side of the electrode was also captured for better understanding of correlation between cyclic stability and the passivating film formed during the charge-discharge process in real LIBs. The drawback in their design was a lack of lithium metal source inside the SLC to supply the consumed lithium ions, such that the Li ion concentration in the electrolyte changed during the reaction. Adding a lithium metal source and an additional reference electrode into the SLC is necessary for direct comparison between the electrochemical processes inside a TEM column and that in real LIBs.

Figure 13. (A–J) Time evolution of the growth and dissolution of Li-Au alloy and lithium dendrite; (K) the corresponding applied electric potential and measured electric current from frame A to frame J; (L) plot of Li-Au layer thickness and area as a function of time; (M) dimension and area evolution of the lithium dendrite tip as a function of time during cyclic voltammetry in the voltage range of 0 to −3 V at scan rate of 0.1 V/s [73].
SLCs have also been used to study the stabilities of different electrolytes commonly used for Li-ion and Li-O2 battery [92, 93]. Five different electrolytes [94], including LiAsF6 salt dissolved in three different organic solvents: (1) 1,3-dioxolane (DOL), (2) DMC, (3) a mixture of DMC and EC and LiTf in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), LiPF6 in EC/DMC were studied. Figure 14 shows six different time series of bright-field (BF) STEM images corresponding to the five electrolyte solutions and the EC/DMC solvent alone. To ensure that the observed lack of degradation products when imaging the LiTf:DMSO mixture was not a result of improper focus, the edge of the window was recorded as a reference. Figure 14 shows that apart from LiTf in DMSO, all the other salt-containing solutions tested showed some evidence of degradation. It is worth to note that the degradations of the electrolytes were triggered by the imaging electrons (300 kV), instead of extra electrodes. This work shows that the electron-beam in the STEM can be used as an effective tool for evaluating stability and degradation in battery electrolytes by allowing direct visualization of the reductive decomposition of the electrolyte components, instead of postmortem analysis (chromatography) [95, 96]. This in situ approach can potentially be used for more rapid identification of next-generation electrolytes.

Figure 14. e− beam-induced breakdown of different electrolytes upon irradiation. (a−e) Cropped BF STEM images showing the time evolution of five different electrolytes at serial exposure times. (f) Frames from a data set probing the stability of the solvent EC/DMC for the same dose conditions as above over 7 min of continuous irradiation. (g) TEM images of an irradiated area of the LiAsF6 in DMC mixture after separating and washing the Si chips for performing postmortem analysis. Low-magnification (left) and high-resolution TEM and consequent fast Fourier transform of the irradiated area shows the presence of LiF nanocrystals [94].
The lithiation and delithiation process of fully submerged electrodes is another important application of SLCs. For example, the de/lithiation process of Si NW electrodes during electrochemical testing was observed [88] by using in situ SLC platform and real electrolyte (as mentioned previously). The structural evolution of the Si NW upon lithiation is illustrated in Figure 15(a)–(c). The pristine Cu-Si NW has an overall diameter of ~100 nm as revealed by the dark contrast in Figure 15(a). The width of the Cu coating on the Si NW was measured to be ~80 nm. The lithiation of the Si nanowire immersed in the liquid electrolyte progressed in the core-shell fashion. The total diameter of the wire changed from 100 to 298 nm at 1658 s (Figure 15(b)) and to 391 nm at 2462 s (Figure 15(c)). The diameter as a function of lithiation time is plotted in Figure 15(d). The increase of the diameter was quicker at the beginning of the lithiation and slowed down with the progression of the lithiation process. The lithiation behavior observed by the in situ SLC was also compared with that obtained based on the open-cell configuration in their study. For the case of SLC, the Si NW was fully immersed in the liquid electrolyte so that the insertion of lithium ions into Si was from all possible directions at the same time. The lithiation of the single nanowire proceeded in a core-shell mode with a uniform shell thickness along the axial direction of the whole nanowire, providing a global view of the response of the whole single NW with lithium insertion. However, for the open-cell configuration the lithium ion source was only in contact with the end of the Si nanowire, leading to the sequential lithiation process of the nanowire in only one direction.

Figure 15. In situ liquid-cell TEM observation of the lithiation of the Cu-coated Si (Cu-Si) NW. (a) TEM image showing the pristine state of the Cu-Si NW at 0 s; (b) core-shell formation of the Cu-Si NW during lithiation at 1658 s; (c) TEM image of the Cu-Si NW at 2462 s; (d) plotted width changes of the NW as a function of time. Note that, in all images from a to c, the Pt contact region is labeled by the black lines in the left of the image. The inset in panel c illustrating the cross-sectional image after anisotropic swelling of the Si nanowire upon lithium insertion with maximum volume expansion along the <100> direction [88].
Apart from Si NW electrodes, Si NPs as electrode material were also studied by using G-SLC [56, 97], which showed that the very first lithiation at the Si-electrolyte interface had the strong orientation dependence favoring the <110> directions, but then the Li diffusion occurred isotropically after passing the initial stage regardless of the NP size. This indicated that the rate-limiting diffusion barrier is at Si-electrolyte interfaces instead of within Si or at the interfaces between lithiated and unlithiated regions. The orientation-dependent initial lithiation phenomenon was evidenced by HRTEM images as well as electron diffraction analyses, as shown in Figure 16. For the representative three Si NPs (whose original diameters are 34, 83, and 103 nm), their morphological and dimensional changes along <110>, <111>, and <100> directions were monitored. The selected-area electron diffraction patterns (the left ones in Figure 16 (a–c)) indicated that all of the three Si NPs were single-crystalline with <110> zone axes. The lithiation progressed predominantly along <110> directions, leading to the anisotropic volume expansion along the same crystal orientations, as indicated by the white arrows in Figure 16 (a–c).

Figure 16. Morphological and dimensional changes of Si NPs analyzed by GLC-TEM during the course of lithiation: (a–c) Time series bright-field TEM images of the Si NPs with initial diameters of 34, 83, and 103 nm, respectively. The white arrows indicate the Si<110> directions. The SA-EDPs in (a–c) indicate crystalline nature of the pristine Si NPs and their crystallographic orientations along <110> zone axes. The scale bars in (a–c) are 20 nm [97].
Based on the above discussions, the major research achievements to date in applications of SLCs for *in situ* TEM electrochemical characterization of LIBs are highlighted as follows:

1. The stabilities and degradation mechanisms of commercial electrolytes commonly used for Li-ion and Li-O$_2$ battery were studied [94], providing reference for future choices on electrolytes.

2. The lithiation and delithiation process of fully submerged electrodes, such as Si NW electrodes [88, 98], Sn electrodes [82], and Si NP's [97], during electrochemical testing were observed by using *in situ* SLC platform and real electrolyte.

3. The electrochemical lithiation process, such as dendritic growth of crystalline lithium [60], stripping of lithium [60], SEI layer formation [99, 100], etc., were observed in real time with nanoscale resolution during electrochemical charge and discharge [60] using commercial electrolyte [73].

4. Summary and future research directions

In sum, sealed gas cells for *in situ* ETEM observation and sealed liquid cells for *in situ* TEM electrochemical characterization of LIBs have been reviewed in this article. Sealed cells have various advantages over the opened-type approach, thus becoming the dominant way to perform ETEM studies under gaseous/liquid environment. However, improvements are still needed in the following aspects for the benign development of this technology.

For sealed gas cells, thermal expansion/contraction and the consequent sample drift need to be minimized during *in situ* ETEM observation. The key to realize this is to improve ways of heating the sample. Localized heating sources such as laser or infrared light can be used for this purpose. Furthermore, the gas path length for electrons to go through the sealed gas cells needs to be decreased, possibly by better designs of the cell configurations. For example, if the heater can be integrated into the window instead of hanging out in the middle of the cell, the thickness of the spacer can be decreased such that a shorter gas path length is accomplished. Moreover, the pressure limit within the sealed gas cell should be increased, so that this technique can be applied to increasingly more fields of study. This can be achieved by various approaches: 1) since the major concern for limiting the pressure is the mechanical strength of the windows, either modifying the manufacturing process of the windows or replacing the current material with new ones may work well; 2) the configurations of the windows can be improved to withstand a higher pressure. For example, a single window with a large surface area is easier to break under high pressure, compared with several smaller windows distributing evenly. Last but not least, the solid-gas reactions need to be controlled and monitored better by developing ways to measure the parameters of the sample inside the cell more precisely. The direct approach to achieve this goal is to integrate measurement devices, such as nanoscale thermometers and pressure gauges into the sealed gas cells. The indirect way is to use chemical analysis techniques to reflect temperature and pressure changes. For example, the drift of EELS peak positions can be used to tell the temperature change.
For sealed liquid cells, TEM characterization of lithium through a liquid is challenging because lithium is a weak elastic scatterer and multiple scattering from the liquid could dominate the signal, resulting to a poor spatial resolution and contrast. Consequently, the spatial resolution and contrast needs to be enhanced. The future research direction is to improve SLC designs for better spatial resolution, which can be realized by decreasing the thickness of the liquid layer, redesigning the electrode configuration, utilizing alternative viewing window materials, employing different electrolytes, controlling electron dose, optimizing spacer thickness, etc. With an improved spatial resolution, various new research frontiers, including defect structure within SEI layer during (de)lithiation process, can be explored by using SLCs in TEM, rendering it the most promising technique for in situ electrochemical characterization of LIBs.
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